Wing mount doubler

Bamboo stick

ESC
RCV
Bat

Cut 50% on dashed lines, bed down and bend

50% cut and bend for hinged rudder

Showing position of side fuselage formers - keeps fuselage straight and strong

Old Guy RC
Rudder Only Control
40" span. 1.67 sqft
6.5 oz all up weight

Glue wheel templates to foam
cut out wheels and glue together on coffee stirrer axles

Cut out for servo

Cut hole for servo wire and antenna

6 degrees downthrust
2 degrees right thrust

Drive three bamboo tips through the bulkhead AA with Glue into fuselage
Smear glue on the heads

LazyDazy

3/32" music wire

Top

$\frac{3}{4}$" x $\frac{3}{4}$" landing gear doubler

$1 \frac{1}{2}$" x $1 \frac{1}{2}$" landing gear doubler

Cut 50% deep and bend

Glue wheel templates to foam
cut out wheels and glue together on coffee stirrer axles

CC is farther back because of lifting stabilizer

Drive three bamboo tips through the bulhead AA with Glue into fuselage
Smear glue on the heads
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